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Automobile Litigation
and Staff Counsel
What Hollywood Can Teach Trial Lawyers
About Story Telling1
Litigators and screenwriters rely on many of the same rhetorical strategies to
present compelling stories. This essay uses excerpts from well-known courtroom
films as the bases of lessons that can help litigators develop present persuasive and
credible trial stories.

A. Lesson One: The Importance of Chronology
The order in which events unfold affects the inferences to which those events
give rise. Thus, no matter how they order witnesses’ testimony in the courtroom,
litigators need to develop chronologies of critical trial-related events. Prosecutor
Claude Dancer’s ignorance of chronology produced a disastrous cross-examination
in the classic film Anatomy of a Murder. Lt. Manion is charged with murdering
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Read more on page 12
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Chair Message | Automobile Litigation
Welcome to the TIPS Automobile Litigation Committee homepage. I am Sherra Van
Brunt Gilbert and am pleased to serve as Chair of the Automobile Litigation Committee
for the 2019-2020 membership year. I am an Attorney-Mediator at Gilbert Law Firm,
LLP in Houston, Texas where I offer professional mediation services, conducted in
both English and Spanish, in support of individuals and companies for a wide-range
of simple to complex multi-party civil litigation disputes. Additionally, I maintain a
practice that is focused on transportation litigation including the handling of
automobile negligence, premises liability, property damage, uninsured/
underinsured motorist, and general negligence cases. Prior to that, I was a
Member at Bush & Ramirez, PLLC in Houston, Texas where my practice focused
on complex defense litigation matters and a Trial Attorney for Farmers Insurance
Exchange’s Staff Counsel office in Houston, Texas. I am Board Certified in Personal
Injury Trial Law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.

Sherra Gilbert
Gilbert Law Firm, LLP

The Automobile Litigation Committee is comprised of plaintiff, defense, insurance
coverage, and staff counsel attorneys from across the country whose practice
includes personal injury, products liability, insurance issues related to automotive
litigation. Our programs and publications focus on many facets of automobile
litigation, ranging from hiring an accident reconstruction expert for a car accident
case, to the liability and safety implications of driverless vehicles. We are dedicated
to assisting new attorneys in developing their skills and making new connections
with attorneys and experts nationwide. We strive to provide strong substantive
content to both up-and-coming and experienced litigators.
This year we are planning exciting CLE programing and publications. In December,
we presented a live webinar entitled Litigation Strategies for Traumatic Brain Injury
(TBI) cases. The program focused on strategies for collecting and assessing
evidence related to claims for Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBI) in personal injury
automotive accident cases. This webinar is available on demand at https://www.
americanbar.org/events-cle/ecd/ondemand/392196038/.
The committee plans to present another webinar on liability and coverage issues
for driverless vehicles this spring. We are always seeking content and programming
ideas for future CLEs, podcasts, and committee newsletters. Our committee is eager
to publish articles from a variety of authors. If you have an idea for an article, we
encourage you to start a discussion on this webpage. We welcome new members
and are always open to new ideas and contributions regarding CLE programs and
newsletter articles that will help serve and educate our community.
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Please join us for the TIPS Spring Section Conference in conjunction with the Young
Lawyers Division (YLD) from April 29-May 2, 2020, in Nashville, Tennessee where
all the TIPS committees will collaborate to present CLEs on the most relevant and
cutting edge topics to help you in your automobile litigation practice!
Our committee holds monthly phone calls, typically on the first Thursday of every
month. Please be sure to check this page for updates regarding our telephonic and
in-person meetings, as well as information on our latest publications and upcoming
CLE programs. If you have any ideas or questions regarding our committee or
an upcoming program you would like to see, please start a conversation on the
discussion board on this page or join us on a monthly conference call.
If you have any questions about the Automobile Litigation Committee or would like
to become more involved, please contact me directly at sgilbert@thegilbertlaw.com.
I’m looking forward to a successful year with this talented committee!
©2020 American Bar Association, Tort
Trial & Insurance Practice Section, 321
North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois
60654; (312) 988-5607. All rights
reserved.
The opinions herein are the authors’
and do not necessarily represent the
views or policies of the ABA, TIPS or
the Automobile Litigation and Staff
Counsel Committee. Articles should
not be reproduced without written
permission from the Copyrights
& Contracts office copyright@
americanbar.org.

Stay Connected
with TIPS
We encourage you to stay up-to-date on important Section news, TIPS meetings
and events and important topics in your area of practice by following TIPS on
Twitter @ABATIPS, joining our groups on LinkedIn, following us on Instagram,
and visiting our YouTube page! In addition, you can easily connect with TIPS
substantive committees on these various social media outlets by clicking on any
of the links.

americanbar.org/tips

Editorial Policy: This Newsletter publishes
information of interest to members of the
Automobile Litigation and Staff Counsel
Committee of the Tort Trial & Insurance
Practice Section of the American Bar
Association — including reports, personal
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nonmembers. Neither the ABA, the
Section, the Committee, nor the Editors
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Chair Message | Staff Counsel
Happy New Year! My year as chair of the TIPS Staff Counsel Committee is flying by!
It’s been an honor leading our group of bright and engaged attorneys representing
most major carriers.
This bar year is off to a fantastic start. We kicked off the year in October at the Fall
Leadership meeting in beautiful Maui. Our committee had a productive business
meeting, participated in a rewarding volunteer opportunity at Leilani Farm Sanctuary
and yes, enjoyed the sun and surf a bit too.
We co-sponsored a webinar on traumatic brain injuries in December. I moderated
a spirited discussion between a Plaintiff’s personal injury attorney and a defense
attorney regarding strategies for handling these challenging cases. Check it out the webinar is available on demand at https://www.americanbar.org/events-cle/ecd/
ondemand/392196038/.
Upcoming, our committee will stay in touch over the winter through monthly
conference calls (third Thursday of the month at 3:00p.m. Eastern/2:00p.m. Central).
We are co-sponsoring an Ethics CLE at the Cybersecurity conference in Atlanta on
March 6. We will next gather in Nashville, Tennessee for the TIPS Spring Section
Conference. We will have a Strategic Planning session and plot out another three
years of great work. You won’t want to miss it – mark April 29 through May 3, 2020
on your calendar now.

Hilary Fox
Allstate Insurance Company
Hilary Fox is Lead Counsel for the
Minneapolis Staff Counsel office
of Allstate Insurance Company. In
addition to her management duties,
Hilary defends injury claims in
Minnesota and Wisconsin.

If you are considering getting involved, please reach out to me at Hilary.Fox@
allstate.com with any questions about Staff Counsel.
Cheers to 2020,
Hilary Fox
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Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries: The Invisible
Injury that Haunts Automobile Accident
Attorneys.
Automobile accidents are the second leading cause of Traumatic Brain Injuries yet
many never get diagnosed, especially Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries (Mild TBI). In
the modern age of technology and science, how can a person suffer a life changing
injury without being diagnosed?

Shannon Davis
Davis Legal
Shannon is the owner of Davis
Legal. She can be reached at
shannondavis@davislegalpi.com

How are Mild TBIs missed?
1.7 million people suffer from a TBI annually. Yet, many clients, doctors, and
attorneys fail to recognize the TBIs lurking within their own files. Without proper
diagnosing, a client may suffer for years.
1. Clients fail to recognize the situation.
Many clients fail to recognize the signs and symptoms of Mild TBIs. Symptoms
like headaches, neck stiffness, and confusion are all common symptoms of other
common automobile injuries, like whiplash. Consequently, they fail to acknowledge
or even recognize the possibility of a more serious injury like a Mild TBI.
Furthermore, denial may play a significant role in the client’s lack of awareness
regarding this injury. The term “Traumatic Brain Injury” is frightening, and they may
dismiss their symptoms and assign them to a more manageable diagnosis to avoid
the reality of TBIs. Essentially, mental self-preservation clouds the judgment to the
actuality of the injury.
2. Doctors can miss Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries.
Unfortunately, Mild TBIs are hard to diagnose. In fact, MRIs and CT scans can be
practically useless in determining whether a person has suffered from a Mild TBI.
The first exposure to medical attention after an automobile accident is an emergency
room physician; however, to diagnose Mild TBIs, specific testing and usually a
neuropsychologist is required to perform the testing. This means that Emergency
Room physicians may not be capable of diagnosing a Mild TBI especially when
other symptoms are manifesting, especially when scans seem to be normal.

Automobile accidents
are the second leading
cause of Traumatic Brain
Injuries yet many never
get diagnosed, especially
Mild Traumatic Brain
Injuries (Mild TBI). In the
modern age of technology
and science, how can
a person suffer a life
changing injury without
being diagnosed?

Read more on page 28
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Driver behavior from a Human Factors
perspective: What is visible vs what is seen
Human factors expert witnesses can be key players in influencing a jury’s decision in
motor vehicle collision cases. They address issues from a psychological perspective,
speaking, in part, towards the plaintiff’s or defendant’s ability to see a hazard object,
vehicle, bicycle or pedestrian. A human factors expert’s testimony can be especially
influential, because she or he helps reconcile the differences between how a driver
could have behaved “in a perfect world” or in theory, and the way that they are most
likely to behave, in reality.
In vehicular accident cases, litigators will question deponents about whether a
hazard was visible, discounting limitations on human perception that might make
the deponent miss something that seems to the directed outside observer as
clearly visible.

Why did the driver miss the clearly visible hazard?
One of the most famous cognitive psychology experiments, conducted by Simons
and Chabris in 1999 at Harvard University, illustrates the distinction between what
is visible and what is seen. In this experiment, participants were shown a video of
two teams of basketball players, with one team wearing white shirts and the other
wearing black shirts, and were instructed to keep a silent mental count of the total
number of ball passes made by the white team. As players of the white team passed
and dribbled the ball between each other, a confederate wearing a gorilla suit
walked in front of the camera and across the observer’s field of view. The results - a
whopping 73% of observers did not notice the black gorilla!
Our failure to see a clearly visible gorilla or a clearly visible road hazard is explained
by “attentional set”. As we are performing tasks, our brains prioritize information that
is relevant to the task at hand (white team), and often filter out irrelevant information
(black team and gorilla). Being focused on the white team when counting the number
of passes in the video, participants miss the black gorilla, which is not congruent
with their task set. Similarly, being focused on navigating a roadway, individuals pay
attention to the most common and critical elements to their task. Such elements
include vehicles, headlights, traffic signals, and focusing attentional resources to
these stimuli may cause drivers to be less attentive to unexpected objects that are
not congruent with this task set, such as a pedestrian at an unmarked crosswalk.
Human factors experts will also refer to this phenomenon as “inattentional blindness”
– the inability to recognize an unexpected stimulus that is in plain sight.

Dr. Jacqueline Zimmermann
Dr. David Krauss

A human factors
expert’s testimony can
be especially influential,
because she or he helps
reconcile the differences
between how a driver
could have behaved “in
a perfect world” or in
theory, and the way that
they are most likely to
behave, in reality.

Read more on page 30
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Bumps in the Road
Probably nothing is so difficult as to attach liability to a landowner or road manager
for a transport accident. This doesn’t stop litigants trying. In general, the onus lies
especially heavily on road users to drive in a manner which is safe regardless of the
infrastructure they encounter. The reasons for this are partly moral: as Brooking
J remarked with some asperity in relation to a speeding fine: “Speeding motor
cars have become dreadful engines of destruction. The cost to the community
in terms of death and injury and economic loss has been enormous”: Kearon v
Grant [1991] 1 VR 321 (Vic., 1990). The reasons are also significantly economic.
Public revenues are not unlimited. It is more efficient to require the motoring public
to exercise care for its own wellbeing than to require governments to overhaul
extensive public infrastructure.

Stephen Tuck
Patrick Robinson & Co Solicitors
Stephen Tuck graduated in law from
Monash University in 2002. He
practices in personal injury litigation
at Patrick Robinson & Co Solicitors
in Melbourne, Australia.

Nevertheless, there are some very slight signs of a softening in the common law
world of the jurisprudence towards motorists and of the imposition of a more robust
duty on landowners and road authorities.

It’s my land
A statement of the classic position may be found in the recent decision of the
Supreme Court of Kansas in Manley v. Hallbauer, 308 Kan. 723, 423 P.3d 480
(2018). In the mid-afternoon on 14 September 2011 Darren Manley was driving
north on Anderson Road in Labette County, Kansas. A truck driven by John Patton
was being driven west on the intersecting County Road 20000. Trees growing on
land adjoining the intersection obscured the drivers’ view of each other. As a result
the vehicles collided. Manley was killed.
Mr. Manley’s estate sued the owners of the land where the trees grew. It was
alleged that they had wrongfully caused his death by allowing the trees to obstruct
the vision of passing motorists. The owners sought summary dismissal of the claim
which was granted by Labette County District Court. The plaintiff’s initial appeal
was dismissed: Manley v. Hallbauer, 53 Kan. App. 2d 297, 387 P.3d 185 (2016), aff’d,
308 Kan. 723, 423 P.3d 480 (2018). The estate further appealed to the Supreme
Court of Kansas.
The Supreme Court rejected the further appeal, finding that “a landowner whose
property abuts a rural intersection owes no duty to passing drivers to trim or remove
trees or other vegetation on the property”. Kansas common law reflected a public
Read more on page 33
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Hawaii Volunteer Project

During the Fall Leadership meeting in Maui, members of the Staff Counsel and
Automobile Litigation committees joined forces with the Law in Public Service and
Animal Law committees to spend a day working at Leilani Farm Sanctuary. http://
leilanifarmsanctuary.org/ We interacted with dozens of rescued animals, then rolled
up our sleeves and cleaned out two barns.
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Staff Counsel Award for Public Service

The Staff Counsel committee was honored at the Fall Leadership Meeting for
outstanding achievement in promoting involvement in public service projects.
We would love for you to join us at the next volunteer opportunity in Nashville,
Tennessee during the TIPS Spring Section Conference. Reach out to Hilary Fox for
more information!
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Hollywood... Continued from page 1

Barney Quill. Manion admits that he killed Quill, but claims that he experienced a
form of temporary insanity called “irresistible impulse” when his wife Laura told him
that Quill had raped her.
Questioned by defense attorney Paul Biegler, defense witness Mary Palant
supports Manion’s rape claim when she dramatically pulls Laura’s torn panties out
of her purse while testifying. Palant worked in the tavern that Quill owned, and they
lived in adjacent rooms above the tavern. The morning after Manion killed Quill,
Palant found the torn panties at the bottom of the laundry chute that was between
their rooms. She found the panties when sorting the tavern’s laundry as part of her
usual job duties.
Prosecutor Dancer angrily accuses Palant of lying. His cross-examination questions
assert that Palant was Quill’s lover, and that she is seeking revenge as payback for
Quill’s having dumped her in favor of Laura. The final portion of Dancer’s crossexamination of Laura is as follows:
Q: In the grip of what Mr. Biegler might call irresistible impulse, you
rushed in here because you wanted to crucify the character of the dead
Barney Quill, isn’t that true?
A: No, I thought it was my duty.
Q: Your pride was hurt, wasn’t it?
A: I don’t know what you mean.
Q: Ms. Palant, when you found the panties, was your first thought that
Barney Quill might have raped Mrs. Manion or that he might have been
stepping out with Mrs. Manion?
A: (To the judge) What does he mean? I don’t know what he means.
Judge: Mr. Dancer, I must ask you to put straight questions to the
witness.
Q: Here is a straight question Your Honor. Ms. Palant, were you Barney
Quill’s mistress?
A: I was not.
Q: Do you know it was common knowledge in Thunder Bay that you
were living with Quill.
A: That’s not true. Barney Quill was my…
Q: (shouting) Was what, Ms. Palant? Barney Quill was what, Ms.
Palant?

americanbar.org/tips
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A: Barney Quill was my father.
Q: (in a stunned tone) No further questions.
Mary Palant’s answer destroys Dancer’s argument that she was Barney Quill’s
mistress. The jury acquits Manion of murder.
Dancer’s failure to develop a chronology led to his misguided attack on Palant’s
credibility. Had he understood Palant’s story chronologically, Dancer would have
arranged the crucial events in this order:
1. Barney Quill is Palant’s father.
2. Barney Quill is brutally gunned down.
3. The next morning, Palant finds Laura’s torn panties while sorting
through the tavern’s laundry.
Had Dancer been aware of this chronology, he probably would not have accused
Palant of being Quill’s mistress. His cross-examination might instead have focused
on when Palant found the panties in the laundry chute. It is perhaps unlikely that
Palant would have been sorting the laundry “as usual” the morning after her father
was brutally murdered. Dancer might have suggested that she took at least one day
off to talk to the police, mourn her father’s death and make funeral arrangements.
If so, Manion would have had time to support a phony rape story by having torn
panties planted in the laundry chute, where Palant found them. In the absence of
an accurate chronology however, this approach to undermining the credibility of
Palant’s story is invisible.

The order in which
events unfold affects the
inferences to which those
events give rise. Thus,
no matter how they order
witnesses’ testimony
in the courtroom,
litigators need to develop
chronologies of critical
trial-related events.

By contrast with Anatomy of a Murder, the film A Few Good Men exemplifies the
power of chronology to produce compelling inferences. Lt. Kaffee defends two
Marines, Dawson and Downey, against a charge of hazing Private Santiago so
seriously that Santiago died. The Marines’ defense is that they were carrying out
the order of their commander, Col. Jessup, to carry out a “Code Red” on Santiago.
Jessup insists that he gave no such order, and that in fact he had ordered that
Santiago be transferred off the base. Seeking to show that Jessup did not order a
transfer, Kaffee cross-examines Jessup as follows:
Q: Colonel, we have the transfer order that you and Markinson cosigned ordering that Santiago be on a flight leaving Guantanamo at
6:00 the next day. Was that the first flight?
A: The 0600 was the first flight.
Q: You flew up to Washington this morning. Is that right?

americanbar.org/tips
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A: Yes.
Q: I notice you’re wearing your class “A” dress uniform in court today.
Did you wear that on the plane?
A: I wore utilities on the plane.
Q: You brought your dress uniform?
A: Yes.
Q: Toothbrush, shaving kit, underwear?
A: I brought a change of clothes and some personal items.
Q: After Dawson and Downey’s arrest Santiago’s barracks were sealed
off and its contents inventoried. “Four pairs camouflage pants, three
long-sleeve khaki shirts, three pairs of boots, four pairs green socks,
three green T-shirts.” I’m wondering why Santiago wasn’t packed.
A: (No answer)
Q: I’ll tell you what. We’ll get back to that one in a minute. This is a
record of all phone calls made from your base in the past 24 hours.
After being subpoenaed to Washington, you made three calls.
A: I called Colonel Fitzhughes to let him know that I would be in town.
The second call was to arrange a meeting with Congressman Richmond
of the House Armed Services Committee. And the third call was to my
sister Elizabeth.
Q: These are phone records from Gitmo for September 6, and these
are 14 letters that Santiago wrote in nine months requesting-- in fact,
begging-- for a transfer. Upon hearing the news that he was finally
getting his transfer Santiago was so excited that do you know how
many people he called? Zero. Nobody. Not one call to his parents
saying he was coming home. Not one call to a friend, saying, “Can
you pick me up at the airport?” He was asleep in his bed at midnight,
and according to you he was getting on a plane in six hours. Yet
everything he owned was hanging neatly in his closet and folded
neatly in his footlocker. You were leaving for one day. You packed a
bag and made three calls. Santiago was leaving for the rest of his life
and he hadn’t called a soul and he hadn’t packed a thing. Can you
explain that? The fact is, there was no transfer order. Santiago wasn’t
going anywhere. Isn’t that right, Colonel?
As you analyze this cross-examination, ignore Kaffee’s blatant disregard of
evidence rules that forbid attorneys from inserting evidence into the record through
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their own “testimony.” This is a movie after all. Focus instead on how effectively
the chronology supports Kaffee’s claim that Jessup lied about ordering Santiago’s
transfer. The chronology consists of Santiago writing 14 letters begging for a transfer
over a period of nine months. The chronology then switches to the last few hours
of his life, when Santiago hasn’t packed for a flight that will take him home in a few
hours, and has called no one to tell them that his prayers for a transfer have finally
been answered. The chronology leads to only one possible inference: Jessup lied
when he testified that he had ordered Santiago’s transfer. Santiago was never told
about a transfer because a transfer order was never given.

B. Lesson Two: Effective Opening Statements
The story in the film Philadelphia involves a civil employment discrimination lawsuit
brought by plaintiff Andrew Beckett against the law firm in which he was an associate.
Beckett’s complaint alleges that the law firm fired him illegally because he had
AIDS (at the time of the film, an incurable and always-fatal disease). The opening
statements by plaintiff’s lawyer Joe Miller and defense lawyer Belinda Conine are
as follows:
Plaintiff’s Opening Statement
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury. Forget everything you’ve seen on television
and in the movies. There’s not going to be any last-minute surprise witnesses,
nobody’s going to break down on the stand with a tearful confession. You’re
going to be presented with a simple fact. Andrew Beckett was fired. You’ll
hear two explanations for why he was fired, ours and theirs. It is up to you to
sift through layer and layer of truth until you determine for yourselves which
version sounds the most true. There are certain points I must prove to you.
Point number one. Andrew Beckett was–is–a brilliant lawyer, great lawyer.
Point number two. Andrew Beckett, afflicted with a debilitating disease, made
the understandable, the personal, the legal choice to keep the fact of his
illness to himself. Point number three. His employers discovered his illness.
Ladies and gentlemen, the illness I’m referring to is AIDS. Point number four.
They panicked. And in their panic, they did what most of us would like to do
with AIDS, which is to get it and everyone who has it as far away from the
rest of us as possible. Now the behavior of Andrew Beckett’s employers may
seem reasonable to you. It does to me. After all, AIDS is a deadly, incurable
disease. But no matter how you come to judge Charles Wheeler and his
partners in moral and human terms, the fact of the matter is when they fired
Andrew Beckett because he had AIDS, they broke the law.
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Defendant’s Opening Statement
Fact. Andrew Beckett’s performance on the job varied from competent, good
to oftentimes mediocre to sometimes flagrantly incompetent. Fact. He claims
he’s the victim of lies and deceit. Fact. It was Andrew Beckett who lied,
going to great lengths to conceal his disease from his employers. Fact. He
was successful in his duplicity. The partners at Wyant Wheeler did not know
that Andrew Beckett had AIDS when they fired him. Fact. Andrew Beckett
is dying. Fact. Andrew Beckett is angry because his lifestyle, his reckless
behavior has cut short his life. And in his anger, his rage, he is lashing out and
he wants someone to pay.
Neither opening statement provides the jurors with a chronology of events. How
long had Beckett worked for Wyant Wheeler before he was fired? What were his job
duties? How and when did the partners discover that he had AIDS? The lawyers’
failure to tell a story makes it less likely that the jurors will empathize with either party
or understand the significance of the testimony that they are about to hear.
Miller tells the jurors that he “must prove” that Beckett “was, is, a great lawyer.”
This seems a strategic error, as he assumes a burden that he need not bear. Miller
needs only to convince the jurors that the law firm fired Beckett because he had
AIDS; he need not in addition prove Beckett’s legal brilliance.
Miller’s statement that it’s up to the jurors to decide which version of events is “the
most true” (sic) is also a strategic blunder. Jurors are not limited to choosing between
competing stories. And Miller disregards the plaintiff’s burden of proof by implying
that the law firm loses if its story isn’t “the most true.”
Opening statements provide litigators with an opportunity to identify a theme that
ties a story to the reasons that events happened as they did. Miller suggests a
motive for why the partners in the city’s most elite law firm intentionally violated the
law: they “panicked.” Defense lawyer Conine’s explains that Beckett’s anger led
him to lash out in an effort to make someone pay for the reckless lifestyle that has
shortened his life. As brief as the thematic assertions are, they serve to remind
litigators that opening statement is an opportunity to begin to develop themes that
they continue to emphasize throughout trials.
How do you evaluate Miller’s telling the jurors that the defendants acted reasonably
and morally? By distinguishing law from morality, Miller explicitly tells the jurors that
they can decide the case in Beckett’s favor even if they conclude that the defendants
behaved responsibly. Moreover, Miller acknowledges the elephant in the room. Most
of the jurors might well think, “I’d have done the same thing the partners did.” On
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the other hand, Miller’s strategy might backfire if it leads the jurors to conclude that a
legal rule that punishes reasonable and moral conduct is unworthy of enforcement.
Not evident from this verbal analysis is that a “Maginot line” of law firm partners sit at
counsel table during opening statements and throughout the trial. The suggestion
of white male privilege may create sympathy among the jurors for the solitary Miller
and the pathetically ill Beckett.

C. Lesson Three: Direct Examination
Direct examination often gets short shrift in courtroom films, as it lacks the mano-amano drama of cross-examination (at least, the drama of cross-examination as films
frequently depict it). For our direct examination lesson, consider the performance of
Atticus Finch, perhaps the world’s most iconic cine-lawyer, in To Kill a Mockingbird.
The film is set in a virulently racist small southern town in 1930’s. Atticus has the
thankless task of defending black sharecropper Tom Robinson against a phony
charge of raping Mayella Ewell, a poor and pathetic white woman. Atticus’ direct
examination of Tom Robinson is as follows:
Q: Now Tom, were you acquainted with Mayella Violet Ewell?
A: Yes sir. I had to pass her place going to and from the field every day.
Q: Is there any other way to go?
A: No sir, none’s I know of.
Q: And did she ever speak to you?
A: Why yes, sir. I tipped my hat when I go by. Then one day she asked
me to come in and bust up a shifarobe for her. She gave me the hatchet
and I broke it up. And then she said I reckon I’ll have to give you a
nickel, won’t I? I said, “No ma’am, there ain’t no charge.” Then I went
home. Mr. Finch, that was way last spring, way over a year ago.
Q: And did you ever go on the place again?
A: Yes sir.
Q: When?
A: Well, I went lots of times. It seemed like every time I passed by
yonder, she’d have some little something for me to do, chopping kindling
and toting water for her.
Q: Tom, what happened to you on the evening of August 21st, last year?
A: Mr. Finch, I was going home as usual that evening, when I passed
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the Ewell place, with Mayella on the porch, like she said she was. And
she said for me to come there and help her a minute. Well, I went inside
the fence and I looked around for some kindling to work on, but I didn’t
see none. And then she said to come in the house, she has a door
needs fixing, so I follows her inside and I looked at the door, and it
looked all right. Then she shut the door. All the time, I was wondering
why it was so quiet-like. Then it come to me. There was not a child on
the place. And I said, Miss Mayella, where are the children. She said,
they all gone to get ice cream. She said it took her a slap year to save
seven nickels, but she done it, and they all gone to town.
Q: What did you say then?
A: Uh, I said something like, uh, “Why Miss Mayella, that’s right nice
of you to treat ‘em.” She said, “You think so?” “Well,” I said, “I best be
going.” I couldn’t do nothing for her and she said Oh yes I could, and I
asked her what. And she said to just step on the chair yonder and get
that box down from on top of the shifarobe. So I done like she told me
and I was reaching, when the next thing I know she grabbed me around
the legs. She scared me so bad I hopped down and turned the chair
over. That was the only thing, the only furniture disturbed in the room,
Mr. Finch, I swear, when I left it.
Q: And what happened after you turned the chair over? (after tom
hesitates in answering) Tom? You’ve sworn to tell the whole truth. Will
you do it? What happened after that?
A: Mr. Finch. I got down off the chair and I turned around. And she sort
of jumped on me and hugged me around the waist. She reached up
and kissed me on the face. She said she’d never kissed a grown man
before and she might as well kiss me. She asked for me to kiss her
back. I said, “Miss Mayella let me out of here.” And I tried to run. Mr.
Ewell cussed at her from the window, said he’s gonna kill her.
Q: And what happened after that?
A: I was running so fast, I don’t know what happened.
Q: Tom, did you rape Mayella Ewell?
A: I did not, sir.
Q: Did you harm her in any way?
A: I did not.
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Atticus’ questioning illustrates a variety of effective direct examination techniques.
Tom Robinson’s story unfolds chronologically, starting with brief testimony about an
interaction that took place over a year before the alleged rape. These scene-setting
questions contribute a sense of reality to the testimony while constituting important
circumstantial evidence supporting an inference that Mayella initiated the physical
contact on the day of the alleged rape.
Atticus effectively uses open-style questions, such as, “Tom, what happened to you
on the evening of August 21st, last year?” The open questions encourage Robinson
to describe events in his own words. By contrast, Atticus concludes the chronology
with two pointed closed questions that emphasize Robinson’s explicit denial that he
attacked or in any way harmed Mayella Ewell.
Despite the many positive qualities of the direct examination, Atticus neglects to
include testimony that might have allowed the jurors to find a way to find Robinson
not guilty while holding on to their racist beliefs. For example, Atticus might have
signalled to the jurors that Robinson “knew his place” by having him testify that he
knew it was wrong to go into Mayella’s house, and did so only because he was
obligated to comply with a white woman’s request. (Atticus may have had to set
aside his personal commitment to racial equality in order to appeal to the 12 jurors
who would determine Robinson’s fate.)
Atticus might also have taken advantage of Robinson’s lengthy answers to
emphasize important evidence by asking follow-up questions. For example, after
Robinson testifies that Mayella grabbed his legs, Atticus might have asked, “What
portion of your legs did Mayella grab?” The answer would emphasize Mayella’s
aggressiveness while supporting Robinson’s credibility by demonstrating his ability
to recall what happened accurately.
Another weakness is that the direct examination lacks details and visual aids that
would have added power and visual reality to Robinson’s oral account of events.
For example, Atticus might have asked Robinson to comment on a diagram of the
room and indicate the window where Bob Ewell stood. Robinson might also have
gotten off the witness chair and demonstrated physically key moments of Mayella’s
aggressiveness, perhaps using Atticus as a stand-in to illustrate how she grabbed
him around the waist and how he broke free to run out of the room.

D. Lesson Four: Direct Examination of an Expert Witness
One of the most popular lawyer comedies in film history, My Cousin Vinny provides
a menu of effective strategies for eliciting experts’ opinions. Driving cross country to
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transfer from NYU to UCLA, college friends Bill and Stan stop for refreshments at an
Alabama convenience store. Shortly after they drive away, a police officer arrests
them for robbing the store and killing the clerk. Bill’s cousin Vinny arrives in Alabama
with his fiancee Mona Lisa in tow, and he soon represents both defendants.
Unexpectedly, Vinny’s cross-examinations negate the testimony of the prosecution
witnesses. However, all seems lost when prosecutor Trotter calls an FBI expert to
testify that the tire marks left by the car that sped away from the convenience store
after the crime were made by a 1964 Buick Skylark, the make and model car that
Bill and Stan were driving. Vinny stares at a photo of the tire marks, then calls his
fiancée Mona Lisa Vito to testify as an expert in “general automotive mechanics.”
Vinny’s direct examination of Mona Lisa proceeds substantially as follows:
Q: The defense has argued that two sets of guys met up at the Sack
of Suds driving identical metallic mint green 1964 Buick Skylark
convertibles. Can you look at the photo of the tire marks outside the
Sack of Suds and tell me if the defense’s case holds water?
A: No, the defense is wrong. I’m positive.
Q: How can you be so sure?

By eliciting Mona Lisa’s
opinion at the outset,
Vinny increases the
likelihood that the jurors
will understand the
connections between
her opinion and the
supporting evidence.

A: Because there is no way that these tire marks were made by a 1964
Buick Skylark. These tire marks were made by a 1963 Pontiac Tempest.
Q: I find it hard to believe Ms. Vito that this kind of information can
be ascertained simply by looking at a picture. I would love for you to
explain.
A: The car that made these two equal length tire marks had Positraction.
You can’t make those marks without Positraction, which was not
available on the 1964 Buick Skylark.
Q: What is Positraction?
A: It’s a limited slip differential which distributes power equally to both
the right and left tires. The 1964 Skylark had a regular differential,
which anyone who’s been stuck in the mud in Alabama knows that you
step on the gas, one tire spins, the other tire does nothing.
Q: Is that it?
A: No, there’s more. The left tire mark goes up on the curb but the right
tire mark stays flat and even. The 1964 Skylark had a solid rear axle.
If the left tire went up on the curb, the right tire would tilt out and ride
along its edge. But that didn’t happen here, the right tire mark stayed
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flat and even. The car that made these marks had an independent rear
suspension. In the 1960’s there were only two cars that were made in
America that had Positraction, an independent rear suspension, and
enough power to make these marks. One was the Corvette, which
could never be confused with the Buick Skylark. The other had the
same body length, height, width, weight, wheel base and wheel track as
the 1964 Skylark, and that was the 1963 Pontiac Tempest.
Q: And because both cars were made by GM, were both cars available
in metallic mint green paint?
A: They were.
Q: Thank you Ms. Vito. Thank you very much. You’ve been a lovely,
lovely witness.
Judge: Would you like to cross-examine the witness Mr. Trotter?
Trotter: No questions.
Vinny’s direct examination of Mona Lisa Vito illustrates a number of effective expert
witness questioning strategies. He emphasizes the conflict between her opinion
and that of the prosecution’s expert by eliciting it at the start of the testimony. His
strategy takes advantage of the “primacy principle,” which postulates that listeners’
attention tends to be high when a person begins to speak. By eliciting Mona Lisa’s
opinion at the outset, Vinny increases the likelihood that the jurors will understand
the connections between her opinion and the supporting evidence.
Vinny also aligns himself with the jurors when he follows the opinion by asking Mona
Lisa the question the jurors surely would ask if they could: “I find it hard to believe
that this kind of information can be ascertained simply by looking at a picture.” Vinny
effectively portrays presents himself as the jurors’ spokesperson.
Mona Lisa refers to Positraction, a car feature that some jurors may not have heard
of and that other jurors may not understand. She adds depth to her expertise and
credibility through a common sense explanation accompanied by an illustration
that is quite familiar to the local jurors. (The film reinforces the effectiveness of
the illustration: the jurors smile and nod to each other when Mona Lisa talks about
wheels spinning in the mud.) Use of concrete and familiar examples facilitates lay
understanding of unfamiliar concepts.
Throughout the testimony, Vinny keeps Mona Lisa and the jurors focused on the
photo. His question, “Is that it?” is the ultimate open question as he leaves it entirely
up to Mona Lisa to find further support for her opinion in the photo. When she
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concludes by identifying the exact make and model of the car that left the tire marks,
even the prosecutor knows that it’s pointless to try to undermine her opinion.

E. Lesson Five: Cross Examination
In the wonderful comedy Legally Blonde, Elle Woods is a seemingly vacuous Beverly
Hills fashionista who applies to Harvard Law School to be near her boyfriend. Elle
is improbably admitted, and after a rough start does so well that the sleazy law
professor who is defending trophy wife Brooke Windham on a charge of murdering
her husband adds Elle to his team of student assistants. Just in time for the cross
examination of the crucial prosecution eyewitness Chutney, who is also the victim’s
daughter, Brooke fires the professor and asks Elle to take over the defense. Elle’s
cross-examination unfolds as follows:
Q: So at some point in the twenty minutes you were in the shower your
father was shot?
A: I guess.
Q: But you didn’t hear the shot because you were in the shower?
A: Yes. I was washing my hair.
Q: Can you tell us what you’d been doing earlier in the day?
A: I got up, went to Starbucks, went to the gym, got a perm and came
home.
Q: Where you got in the shower?
Judge: I believe the witness has made it clear she was in the shower.
Q: How many perms have you gotten before?
A: Two a year since I was 12, you do the math.
Q: Chutney, isn’t it the cardinal rule of perm maintenance that you are
forbidden to wet your hair for at least 24 hours after getting a perm at
the risk of de-activating the ammonium thyglocolate?
A: Yes.
Q: And wouldn’t someone who’s had say, thirty perms, be well aware
of this rule?
A: (No answer)
Q: And if you were in fact not washing your hair, as I suspect you were
not since your curls are still intact, wouldn’t you have heard the gunshot?
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A: (No answer)
Q: And if you in fact heard the gunshot, then Brooke Windham wouldn’t
have had time to hide the gun before you got downstairs. Which would
mean that you would have had to find Mrs. Windham with a gun in her
hand to make your story sound plausible, isn’t that right?
A: She’s younger than I am. Did she tell you that? How would you feel
if your father married someone younger than you?
Q: You however had time to hide the gun, didn’t you Chutney, after you
shot your father?
A: I didn’t mean to shoot him. I meant to shoot YOU (looking at the
defendant)!
During his hugely popular summer lecture series, the late Dean and Judge Irving
Younger used to warn litigators, “If you ask anything other than a leading question on
cross-examination before you have had 25 trials, I will come back from wherever I
am and haunt you.” Perhaps Elle Woods attended this lecture, because her effective
use of leading questions produces a confession from the victim’s daughter. Elle’s
leading questions are in reality assertions, with an occasional “isn’t that right” tacked
on to signal to the judge that she knows that evidence rules limit her to questions.
Elle was no doubt hoping at best to undermine the witness’ claim to have been in the
shower; the confession is improbable (again, this is a film, and a comic one at that).
Nevertheless, Elle’s examination is a template reminder that leading questions allow
cross-examiners to focus on the portions of stories that they want to tell.
Just as Vinny in My Cousin Vinny turned out to be an expert in “general automotive
mechanics,” Legally Blonde’s Elle turns out to be an expert on hair care. Together,
these two films teach that questioning skills alone are not enough for success as
a litigator. In addition, advocates have to know at least as much about the subject
matter of witnesses’ testimony as the witnesses themselves. Elle succeeds not only
because she heeds Judge Younger’s warning, but also because she knows that
water destroys permanents.
Nevertheless, Elle’s confrontational questioning was risky. Chutney might have
stuck a pin through Elle’s balloon with a simple explanation: “I made sure to keep my
hair dry; I wore a shower cap while I was in the shower.” Elle might have employed
the “close the doors first” technique to avoid the possibility of an embarrassing pie
in the face explanation. Before asking questions that signaled the importance of the
answers, Elle might have asked Chutney questions such as, “By the way, when you
were in the shower, I take it that you washed your hair?” “You weren’t wearing a
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shower cap, right?” Only after establishing that Chutney was not wearing a shower
cap could Elle safely launch into her series of leading questions.

F. Lesson Six. Closing Argument
For the final lesson, return to To Kill a Mockingbird and consider an excerpt from
Atticus Finch’s dramatic closing argument on behalf of a not guilty verdict for Tom
Robinson on the charge of raping Mayella Ewell.
“I have nothing but pity in my heart for the chief witness for the State.
She is the victim of cruel poverty and ignorance. But my pity does not
extend so far as to her putting a man’s life at stake, which she has
done in an effort to get rid of her own guilt. Now I say “guilt” gentlemen,
because it was guilt that motivated her. She’s committed no crime. She
has merely broken a rigid and time-honored code of our society, a code
so severe that whoever breaks it is hounded from our midst as unfit to
live with. She must destroy the evidence of her offense. But, what was
the evidence of her offense? Tom Robinson, a human being. She must
put Tom Robinson away from her. Tom Robinson was to her a daily
reminder of what she did.
“Now what did she do? She tempted a Negro. She was white and she
tempted a Negro. She did something that in our society is unspeakable:
She kissed a black man. Not an old uncle, but a strong, young Negro
man. No code mattered to her before she broke it, but it came crashing
down on her afterwards.
“The witnesses for the State, with the exception of the sheriff of Lincoln
County, have presented themselves to you gentlemen–to this Court–
in the cynical confidence that their testimony would not be doubted;
confident that you gentlemen would go along with them on the
assumption, the evil assumption, that all Negroes lie; all Negroes are
basically immoral beings; all Negro men are not to be trusted around
our women, an assumption that one associates with minds of their
caliber, and which is in itself, gentlemen, a lie–which I do not need to
point out to you.
“And so a quiet, humble, respectable Negro, who has had the
unmitigated temerity to feel sorry for a white woman, has had to put
his word against two white peoples. The defendant is not guilty. But
somebody in this courtroom is.
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“Now gentlemen, in this country our courts are the great levelers. In our
courts, all men are created equal. I’m no idealist to believe firmly in the
integrity of our courts and of our jury system. That’s no ideal to me. That
is a living, working reality!
“Now I am confident that you gentlemen will review without passion the
evidence that you have heard, come to a decision, and restore this man
to his family. In the name of God, do your duty. In the name of God,
believe Tom Robinson.”
Atticus Finch’s closing argument stresses equality under the law and faith in juries.
However, the argument was probably far more likely to impact the film’s audiences
(especially during the civil rights era of the 1960’s) than the small town Southern
white jurors of the 1930’s. While any defense that Atticus offered may have been
doomed to fail, nevertheless his rhetorical strategies offer important lessons in
trial advocacy.
Most noticeably perhaps, Atticus fails to discuss the prosecution’s evidence and
attack its weakness. He implicitly attacks the credibility of Mayella and her father but
doesn’t stress the implausibility of their stories. Soaring oratory is not a substitute
for evidentiary analysis.
Along with neglecting to attack the prosecution’s evidence, Atticus fails to mention
that the prosecution has to prove Robinson guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.
Indeed, Atticus’ last words (“believe Tom Robinson”) suggest that the defense has to
convince the jurors that Robinson’s story was more credible than that of the Ewells
to justify an acquittal. Atticus is in an uncomfortable yet familiar position. When
defendants present their own version of what happened, defense attorneys need
to emphasize the credibility of that version while at the same time reminding the
jurors that the prosecution or plaintiff has the burden of proof. Atticus’ last words
unfortunately imply that the burden of proving what happened lay with Robinson.
Atticus misreads his audience when he refers to courts as “great levelers.” The
metaphor assumes that once they set foot in a courtroom, the jurors become
capable of disregarding a social order in which the status of even the poorest white
person is higher than that of a “Negro.” Immoral though that social order may be,
a strategy that depends on jurors’ willingness to set aside such deeply held beliefs
is unlikely to succeed. In a similar though less moralistic vein, Atticus’ reference to
“unmitigated temerity” might be offensive to the poorly educated jurors!
Atticus does offer the jurors a “theory of the case” that accounts for Mayella’s false
claim of sexual assault. Atticus’ theory is rooted in psychology: Mayella needed to
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“get rid of her own guilt.” As this is a possible inference from the evidence, Atticus
does not violate the rule against arguing facts “outside the record” even though no
psychologist testified. However, Atticus might have offered a more straightforward
theory rooted in the testimony: realizing that her furious father Bob was watching
from the window, Mayella cried rape in an effort to prevent her father from beating
her for “kissing a black man.”
While the fictional Atticus has to lose, might a real Atticus have been able to make a
more effective closing argument? As for any attorney who represents an unpopular
client, a real Atticus might try to develop an approach that offered the jurors a chance
to rule in Robinson’s favor without having to abandon their ingrained beliefs. Here
are two possibilities:
Atticus might take advantage of the southern jurors’ likely anti-Yankee bias. That
is, Atticus might argue that northerners unfairly attack southern justice, and that the
trial is an opportunity for the jurors to demonstrate that southern justice is alive and
well by recognizing that Robinson’s guilt has not been proved.
Atticus might argue that Mayella does not deserve the protection of the local social
order that elevates all white people over all black people. Mayella had previously
violated the rules by luring Robinson onto her property. As a result, the mantle of
credibility that applies to white witnesses in general does not extend to this particular
white witness.

G. Conclusion
The creators of law-related films (and television shows) craft stories that they hope
will connect with mass audiences. As the lessons in this essay suggest, the same
material that entertains mass audiences can educate litigators. While courtroom
formalities and rules of evidence restrict litigators’ creativity, many story elements
that appeal to mass audiences apply equally to audiences that consist only of one
judge or 12 jurors.

Endnotes
1 This essay is based on a panel presentation that took place at an annual ABA Labor and Employment Law
Conference. In addition to the author, the panelists were attorneys Roxane Conlin and Barbara D’Aquila.
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Mild Traumatic... Continued from page 6

3. Attorneys analyze not diagnose.
We are not doctors, and we are not trained to analyze and diagnose. We rely on
doctor notes and charts and the information our clients provide to properly evaluate
and manage cases. If it is not in the record, then it usually does not get further
explores.

How to spot Mild TBIs before the case is over.
Every step of the chain is important to getting a client help regarding a potential Mild
TBI, but with such a difficult diagnosis, then how do we help our clients get proper
treatment? Sometimes you have to analyze like a lawyer but interpret like a doctor.
By no means am I saying diagnose (YOU ARE NOT A DOCTOR), but I do suggest
that you take a sum of all the facts and determine if someone may need further
examination.
1. Clients and their families can help, even if they do not realize it.
Clients may not recognize mental changes in themselves. If they are dealing with
some of the symptoms common of Mild TBIs, then a spouse, significant other,
or close relative will most likely notice changes in behavior and activities. Ask
relatives to keep a journal of the changes they notice, and use this as an indicator
of symptoms.
Next, speak thoroughly to your client and their passengers regarding what happened
during the collision. Be sure to ask the client did they hit their head or suffer a severe
neck whiplash.
Finally, ask your client to keep a journal of any symptoms that they recognize. It may
help them become aware of symptoms and seek the help they need.
2. Doctors’ records can be utilized.
Reading notes, charts, and even bills are imperative, but reading them with a new
understanding of Mild TBIs can now be useful. If a MRI or CT scan was performed,
then investigate the reasoning behind why they were performed. These tests can
be indicative of the doctor suspecting neurological issues.
Next, have a referral network of neuropsychologist or similarly specialized doctors
to refer your clients should the need arise.
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3. Attorneys can develop the record.
A. Analyze
As attorneys, we have the ability to recognize and get clients proper medical
treatment. Make sure you are well versed in the symptoms of a Mild Traumatic
Brain Injury:
a. fatigue;
b. headaches;
c. memory loss;
d. irritability/ emotional disturbances;
e. sleep disturbances.
These are not the only symptoms of a Mild TBI. More can be found at: https://
www.biausa.org/brain-injury/about-brain-injury/diagnosis. The more familiar you
are with these symptoms the better questions you can ask and better able to
identify symptoms.
B. Utilize
Frame your intake process so that clients can list symptoms or have a checklist for
them that itemizes common symptoms of TBIs as well as other common injuries
from automobile accidents. Hopefully this will produce less bias in the data.
C. Help
If your client has indicators of a head injury coupled with several symptoms of MildSevere TBIs, then it may be time to have a frank and honest discussion with your
client regarding follow up treatment.
Start by explaining what a Traumatic Brain Injury is and what symptoms the client
possess that match. Finally, they should take a copy of your intake symptoms to a
general practitioner for a referral or a to neuropsychologist.
Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries are not a mystery, but they are hard to diagnose. As
attorneys, we can help connect the all parts of the process and get the best help and
results for our clients.
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Nighttime visibility is a particularly contentious topic that relies on human factors
expertise to tell the full story. A driver’s task set at night includes very different
stimuli than during the daytime, most notably headlights and bright and reflective
objects. Though visibility is obviously severely reduced at night, changes in what
information is prioritized based on expectancy contributes to accidents on the road.
An unlit hazard or pedestrian on the roadway may be missed not only because of
low visibility, but also because of human limitations on attention. Pedestrians or
cyclists with reflective clothing may be better seen not only because they are more
visible, but also because bright lights and movement are what a driver is actively
looking out for on the road.

Winter 2020

One of the most striking
experimental examples of a
conspicuous object that is “clearly”
visible but not seen. Video clip
from Simon and Chabris’ (1999)
experiment. When participants
were instructed to count the total
number of passes made by the
white team, 73% of observers did
not notice the large black gorilla
on the screen as it casually
walked across the display and
beat its chest.

The influence of expectancy and attentional set on traffic accidents is well illustrated
in an experiment conducted by Most and Astur in 2007 at the University of Delaware.
The researchers had drivers in a simulator establish an attentional set by having
them look for either a yellow or a blue arrow that would indicate which way to turn at
every intersection. Drivers then encountered a motorcycle, which was either yellow
or blue that suddenly veered into their paths. Collision rates were much higher when
the color of the motorcycle did not match the attentional set, demonstrating how
expectancy influences emergency reactions.

How driver characteristics may influence ability to negotiate
hazards
Aside from expectancy, litigators will retain a human factors expert to explain how
numerous driver variables influence the discrepancy between what is visible and
what is seen, including driver experience, fatigue, intoxication and distraction. For
instance, eye-tracking studies show that experienced drivers often look further
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ahead scanning the roadway and surroundings. When making a turn, experienced
drivers look forward anticipating the turn, compared to novice drivers who focus their
gaze on the roadway immediately in front of them (Land, 2006; Mourant & Rockwell,
1972). This can help explain why new drivers may have less time available to react
to upcoming and unexpected roadway hazards.
Fatigue and distraction are two other topics of interest to human factors experts.
Drivers experiencing fatigue may show deviations from typical looking behavior and
impaired hazard perception (Smith et al., 2009). Distraction, both within the car and
outside, can significantly reduce identification of hazards and slow response times
leading to higher impact speeds (Krauss, 2015, pp. 53-54) and greater damage
when a collision does occur. The intoxicated driver may also exhibit decrements in
hazard identification and prolonged perception-response times. A human factors
expert may also opine about how these driver variables interact with environmental
conditions such as visibility, road conditions, and conspicuity of hazards.

Advice for litigators: How to use a human factors expert in
vehicular accident cases?
Attorneys may struggle with incorporating a human factors expert into a case.
Attention, driver experience, fatigue, intoxication and distraction are only a few
among a vast array of issues addressed. A human factors expert will often also
work closely with an accident reconstructionist to understand the individual’s
behavior relative to both the driver-specific variables and environmental variables
at the time of the accident. She or he may also provide their own measurements,
calculations, and opinions regarding a driver’s, cyclist’s or pedestrian’s ability
to perceive and respond to a hazard. These actions include braking or steering,
response time, glance durations and orientations. The human factors expert can be
seen as someone who can educate a jury about “human-ness”; they study not only
humans’ mental, perceptual and physical capabilities, but also limitations on these
capabilities. While litigators often focus on what behavior is possible, human factors
experts will present scientific evidence in the fields of psychology and cognitive and
behavioral science to address whether a plaintiff’s or defendant’s behavior might be
considered normal within the scope of how humans typically behave.
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Bumps... Continued from page 8

policy not to impose tort liability on persons in the position of the landowners in
this case:
As our primary policy consideration, this court adheres to precedent
“‘unless clearly convinced that the rule was originally erroneous or is
no longer sound because of changing conditions and that more good
than harm will come by departing from precedent.’” …. Manley does not
persuade us to abandon the traditional rule that a landowner owes no
duty in the circumstances of this case. We conclude the determination
of the existence of duty is better resolved by following our precedent that
embraces the traditional rule, especially because of the public policy that
underlies that rule.
Much the same conclusion was reached in Union Pacific Railroad Co v Nami, 498
SW 3d 890 (Tex., 2016); cert denied 137 S.Ct. 2118 (2017). The plaintiff was a worker
engaged in maintaining railway tracks for the defendant in a mosquito-infested part
of Brazoria County, Texas. The railway’s right of way was narrow and weed-strewn
and sometimes had pools of water. In late September 2008 Nami was diagnosed
with West Nile virus and suffered significant ill effects. He sued his employer under
§51 of the the Federal Employees Liability Act:
Every common carrier by railroad … shall be liable in damages to any
person suffering injury while he is employed by such carrier … for such
injury … resulting in whole or in part from the negligence of any of the
officers, agents, or employees of such carrier.
He alleged that the employer had failed to provide a safe workplace. A jury at first
instance agreed: Nami v Union Pacific Railroad Co. (267th District Court, Koetter
J, 2012, unreported), as did the Court of Appeals: Union Pac. R. Co. v. Nami, 499
S.W.3d 452 (Tex. App. 2014), rev’d sub nom. Union Pac. R.R. Co. v. Nami, 498
S.W.3d 890 (Tex. 2016). On further appeal the Supreme Court of Texas noted that
insects are considered to be wild animals (ferae naturae) and
… under the doctrine of ferae naturae, a property owner owes an invitee
no duty of care to protect him from wild animals indigenous to the area
unless he reduces the animals to his possession, attracts the animals to
the property, or knows of an unreasonable risk and neither mitigates the
risk nor warns the invitee. … The same rule applies to an employer’s duty
to provide a safe workplace.
In this case the employer had done nothing to increase (and could have done
nothing to decrease) the risk of mosquitoes to Mr Nami. Accordingly negligence
was not made out.
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Nevertheless, some modification of the liability of road users is being suggested. In
a recent Australian criminal case a young man was charged with careless driving
following a collision in the early hours of 25 July 2016. A kangaroo had hopped onto
the road in front of him. When he swerved to avoid it, he lost control of his car and
collided with a light truck, fatally injuring the driver. He pleaded guilty and was fined
$1,000.00 with a 16 month suspension of his driver’s licence. Stuthridge M accepted
that the presence of an animal, while not throwing liability onto any landowner, at
least lowered the driver’s level of culpability. Her Honour accepted that “this was
an accident in the sense the kangaroo was involved and [the defendant] lost control
of his vehicle”: Police v Dajko, Shepparton News, 29 August 2017, p.1 (Shepparton
Mag. Ct., 2017).

It’s only sort of our road
The position of road and infrastructure authorities seems to expand and contract
in a cyclical manner. A century ago, a railway officer could be found guilty of
manslaughter for failing to protect road users from injury by passing trains: R v
Pittwood, 19 TLR 37 (Taunton Assizes, Eng., 1902). As indicated in the introduction,
the onus has shifted over time. The recent American decision in Johnson v.
Humboldt Cty., 913 N.W.2d 256 (Iowa 2018) provides a fairly accurate statement of
the current common law. In the early hours of 3 March 2013 Kaitlyn Johnson was
a passenger in a pickup truck driven by her then husband. At about 2:30am he fell
asleep. The vehicle left the road, travelled some distance in a roadside ditch and
hit a concrete embankment which had been built by a farmer in 1972. Mrs Johnson
suffered serious injuries.
Johnson issued proceedings against Humboldt County in the District Court. She
alleged that the county had negligently failed to cause the embankment to be
removed. The trial court dismissed her claim: Johnson v. Humboldt Cty, (Iowa
Dist. Ct, Stoebe J, 23 September 2016, unreported). She appealed. In its decision
the Iowa Supreme Court noted that under the public duty doctrine, when a duty is
owed to the public generally, no duty exists to an individual member of the public.
As a result, a breach of such a ‘duty’ is not actionable unless the plaintiff can show
a special relationship between themselves and the relevant government agency.
The court, dismissing the appeal, concluded that the public-duty doctrine controlled
the case: “Any duty to remove obstructions from the right-of-way corridor adjacent
to the highway would be a duty owed to all users of this public road. It would thus
be a public duty”.
As noted previously, however, the position regarding road authorities appears to be
shifting and may result in an expansion of the public authority responsibility. The
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change seems to be led by shifting public opinion shown in the form of jury verdicts.
The first such matter was a decision in the Supreme Court of Victoria. On 5 June
2007 a truck collided with a passenger train near the Victorian town of Kerang,
causing the deaths of 11 passengers and seriously injuring another eight. The
driver was charged with 11 counts of culpable driving and 8 of negligently causing
serious injury. The railway crossing had a reputation for being dangerous and the
evidence indicated that the warning lights and bells installed by the railway were
inadequate and not easily perceived by the driver. The jury acquitted the driver on
all counts: R v Scholl, Sydney Morning Herald, 13 June 2009 (Sup. Ct Vic., 2009). A
comparable outcome has been reached in Canada. On 6 July 2013 a train loaded
with crude oil rolled out of control into the Quebec town of Lac-Megantic. It derailed
in the town and exploded. Part of the town was destroyed and 47 people were
killed. The train’s engineer admitted that when he left the train that night he did not
apply enough brakes to fix it in place on a sloping section of railway line. He also
admitted not having conducted a proper brake test. The engineer was charged with
criminal negligence causing death, as were the railway company’s traffic controller
and manager of train operations. Each of the defendants was acquitted and so
one can infer that the driver’s admitted carelessness was not considered to be the
gross carelessness required by the criminal law. One might further infer the some
degree of blame was attached to the design of the railway line which allowed a train
to run unrestricted downhill into a populated area: R v Harding, Labrie and Demaitre,
Globe & Mail, 20 January 2018 and Kingston Whig-Standard, 19 January 2018 (Sup.
Ct Queb., 2018); cf Caledonian Collieries Ltd v Speirs, 97 CLR 202 (Austl., 1957)
This seeming shift in public opinion has seen a less deferential treatment of public
authorities by the courts. The matter of Police v Davidson, Shepparton News, 29
January 2014, p.5 (Shepparton Mag. Ct, 2014) arose when a truck driver was
required to swing the truck wide to avoid hitting a guard-rail when entering a bridge.
He was charged with failing to keep to the left of the centreline of the road. He
pleaded guilty but contended that it was impossible to comply with the law given the
design of the road. Despite his guilty plea, the Court declined to record a conviction
or impose a fine, so that the only sanction was the statutory loss of demerit points
on the defendant’s licence. O’Callaghan M explained his decision by saying that –
The message I am trying to send to VicRoads [the relevant authority] is
that you have an inherently unsafe situation. If I can send a message to
VicRoads it is to do something about this bridge. This seems to me to be
a bridge whose architecture might have been fine in 1938 (when it was
built), but in 2014 it needs revisiting”
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The Coroners’ Court in the same state reached a similar view in In the Death of
Fillipas (Coroners’ Ct of Vic., Hodgson C, 27 July 2018, unreported). Mary Fillipas
got off a bus in Station Street, Burwood on 8 May 2017 about 30 minutes after
sunset. There were two street lamps in the area, although a large tree blocked most
of the light from one of them. Fillipas, aged 75 years, was slowly crossing Station
Street just below a crest in the road. A driver approaching from the other side of
the crest saw her in his headlights at the last minute and braked. He could not
avoid hitting her. She suffered fatal injuries. Police determined that the driver bore
no criminal responsibility for the death. The accident was nonetheless investigated
by the Coroner. The relevant local government body (Whitehorse City Council)
submitted to the Court that the street lighting in the area was adequate and that the
tree was healthy and maintained in line with legislation and appropriate standards.
However, it and a number of other agencies recommended moving the bus stop to
the top of the crest to improve visibility of people crossing Station Street after getting
off the bus. The Coroner agreed with the proposal to move the bus stop. Her
Honour also recommended the Council consider removing suitable trees to ensure
overhead lighting was not affected.

Conclusion
Traditionally road and similar infrastructure has been a no-go area for legal liability.
The classic position excluding liability remains strong and endorsed by courts of
significant authority (as in the matters of Johnson, Manley and Nami). Despite
this, there are some very slight signs that the degree of care required of motorists
and other transport operators is not unlimited, as suggested by the jury verdicts in
Scholl, Harding and the trial court in Dajko. Further, Courts like those in Davidson
and Filipas will not be endlessly deferential to the resourcing and other decisions
of road authorities. The change in road authorities’ liability is now utterly different
from the days of Pittwood’s Case to the present; it remains to be seen whether the
common law may be in the midst of yet another long term readjustment.
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Save the Date for
CYBER SECURITY
CONFERENCE

March 5-6, 2020
Georgia State University
Atlanta, GA
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Calendar
March 5-6, 2020

Cyber Security Conference
Contact: Janet Hummons – 312/988-5597

Georgia State University
Atlanta, GA

March 14-18, 2020

20th National Trial Academy
Contact: Janet Hummons – 312/988-5656
Danielle Daly – 312/988-5708

National Judicial College
Reno, NV

March 27-28, 2020

Workers Compensation Conference
Contact: Danielle Daly – 312/988-5708

Westin New Orleans Canal Place
New Orleans, LA

April 2–3, 2020

Motor Vehicle Products Liability
Conference
Contact: Janet Hummons – 312/988-5656
Danielle Daly – 312/988-5708

Hotel Del Coronado
Coronado, CA

April 3–4, 2020

Toxic Torts & Environmental Law
Conference
Contact: Juel Jones – 312/988-5597

Hotel Del Coronado
Coronado, CA

April 29-May 2, 2020

TIPS Section Conference
Contact: Janet Hummons – 312/988-5656
Juel Jones – 312/988-5597

JW Marriott Nashville
Nashville, TN

May 7-8, 2020

Fidelity & Surety Law Spring Meeting
Contact: Janet Hummons – 312/988-5656
Danielle Daly – 312/988-5708

Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe
Incline Village, NV

July 29- Aug 4, 2020

ABA Annual Meeting
Contact: Juel Jones – 312/988-5597

TBD Chicago, IL

September 2020

Cannabis Conference
Contact: Janet Hummons – 312/988-5656
Danielle Daly – 312/988-5708

TBD Location

October 7-12, 2020

TIPS Fall Leadership Meeting
Contact: Janet Hummons – 312-988-5656

Omni Resort Montelucia
Scottsdale, AZ

Hypertext citation linking was created with Drafting Assistant from Thomson Reuters, a product that provides all the tools needed to draft and review – right
within your word processor. Thomson Reuters Legal is a Premier Section Sponsor of the ABA Tort Trial & Insurance Practice Section, and this software usage is
implemented in connection with the Section’s sponsorship and marketing agreements with Thomson Reuters. Neither the ABA nor ABA Sections endorse non-ABA
products or services. Check if you have access to Drafting Assistant by contacting your Thomson Reuters representative.
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